Cross Band Repeating
-from a presentation by Dave Collins KE4IAF
and John LeMay KB4WGA
(rewritten by Woody Woodward K3VSA)

"Cross band repeat" is a feature of some VHF/UHF dual band radios that, in real time, simply
retransmit on one band what they receive on another band. Cross banding allows you and
another ham, both with HTs, to communicate with each other when you couldn't otherwise do so.
(You both might not have a common band on your radios, or you might not be within direct range
of each other.) It can also allow you to communicate with a group through a conventional
repeater. There are several ways in which this can be accomplished, as described below.

Simplex Cross Band:
This is done using a third radio that has cross band repeat capability and is in a good location
with respect to both of the HTs. You set your HT to a simplex frequency on VHF and the other
ham sets his HT to a simplex frequency on UHF, or vice-versa. Program both the VHF and UHF
simplex frequencies into the dual bander and switch it to operate in cross band mode.
The dual bander receives whatever you transmit on VHF and simultaneously retransmits it on
UHF, where it's heard by the other ham. The reverse happens when he transmits on UHF. This
effectively extends the range of the HTs on simplex cross band to that of the dual bander, but
without tying up a pair of conventional repeater frequencies.
Be aware that the dual bander's transmitter will be on during both sides of a QSO, so allow for
some pauses so it won't overheat.

Full Duplex Cross Band to a Repeater:
You set your HT to one of the suggested SERA cross band frequencies in the 70cm band
(440.775MHz for this example). Set your dual bander to 440.475 on UHF and an appropriate 2
meter repeater (for example, 145.150MHz) on VHF, making sure to get the plus or minus offset
correct, along with whatever PL tone is used, and switch the dual bander to cross band mode.
When you key your HT, you transmit on 440.775MHz, and the dual bander receives this and
retransmits it on the 2 meter repeater input frequency. The dual bander receives the 2 meter
repeater output frequency when someone replies and retransmits it to you on 440.775MHz.
As with simplex crossband described above, the dual bander's transmitter is on during both
sides of a QSO, so take care not to overheat it.

Half Duplex Crossband to a Repeater:
This technique limits the amount of time that the dual band mobile is transmitting, since it only
transmits when your HT transmits or when your dual band mobile receives some other signal on
the input side of the repeater. For this to work, you must have a dual receive capable HT
and be able to receive the repeater of choice clearly on your HT.
Set your HT to a suggested SERA cross band frequency (again, let's use 440.775MHz) as the
main band and the 2 meter repeater's output frequency (for example, 145.150MHz) as the sub

band. Set the dual band mobile to the input frequency of the 2 meter repeater (with the
standard 600kHz spacing, that would be 144.550MHz for our repeater example of 145.150MHz)
and to 440.775MHz. Now switch your dual bander to cross band and you're in business. When
you transmit from your HT on 440.775MHz, the dual bander retransmits this on the repeater's
input frequency of 144.550MHz. (Your HT must silence the sub band when you transmit, or
you'll hear an echo. Some HTs, such as the Alinco DJ V5, do this silencing in split operation.)
When someone replies, you hear the repeater output directly on the sub band of your HT.

